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What’s What? 

 
 Question:  Why did golfers stop calling their clubs brassie, spoon, mashie, 

niblick, and so on?  Answer:  A.H. Spalding came out with the first matched and 

numbered club sets in 1930. 

 Yes, it is true that if you chew a Wint-O-Green Life Saver in the dark, you can 

see blue-green sparks. 

 If you order your delivered pizza uncut, it should get to you about 10 degrees 

hotter.  Or, so says a pizza maker.  We should order some pizza for lunch to test this! 

Fighters 
  

You can classify animals also by what parts of their body they fight with.  Horses 

and ostriches, for example, are foot fighters.  Apes and hippos are face fighters.  

Humans and kangaroos are hand fighters.  Skunks have a category all to themselves. 

 If you want to replace your cow with goats, you’ll need 12 to get as much milk.  

Would you like to drink goat milk? 

In a lifetime, a good dairy cow will produce about 200,000 glasses of milk!  If you 

feed them chocolate, will they make chocolate milk though? 

 Sophia Loren said, “Nothing makes a woman more beautiful than the belief that 

she is beautiful.”  

Directions: 
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 It was the mail carriers, not the road builders, who put up most of the first mile 

markers.  The post office charged for delivery by the mile, that’s why. 

 Yellow.  Not every woman feels comfortable wearing yellow.  Some have an 

attitude about it.  Seems that most men assume that a woman in yellow must be 

conversationally quick with an off-the-wall sense of humor. 

 George Burns said, “A married couple that plays cards together is just a fight that 

hasn’t started yet.” 

 Ralph Waldo Emerson was of the opinion that "any time is a good time if you 

know what to do with it." 

Disney 
 

What was the last Disney animated feature to be painted by hand?  “The Little 

Mermaid” in 1989.  It took one million drawings, with 1,000 different colors, on 1,100 

backgrounds.  Ten special effects artists worked more than a year on a two minute 

storm sequence. 

 Do the three wise monkeys have a name?  Yes, Mizaru, see no evil.  Mikazaru, 

hear no evil.  And Mazaru, speak no evil. 
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